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8 Best Android Apps 2019
The quantity of apps in Google Play store has grown to round 3.3 million by January 2019. There
are more than one apps with the identical functionalities. So, rather than trying all of them, we've
stored you a while via compiling this list of free and excellent Android apps. those also are some of
the essential Android apps that you ought to have on your tool in 2019.

Google Assistant

Google Assistant is an artificial
non-public assistant evolved through Google that permits customers to navigate,
talk, and get loads of things achieved. you may use the Google assistant for
your Android or iOS gadgets to cause apps, ask any questions, play video games,
make plans, and many others. such as these 30+ incredible beneficial Voice
instructions. it's far available for all type of Android smartphones that run
Android marshmallow, Nougat, or Oreo or even on smartwatches.

Google Duo

Google Duo is one of the
satisfactory video calling apps for Android with a easy interface. It’s pretty
clean to log in and confirm your number, and you can make fast video calls
similar to creating a trendy phone name. Its precise “Knock Knock” function
lets you have a live preview of the caller before you get hold of the call.
it's miles available for each Android and iOS users.

Google News

Google information app is known
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for delivering most relevant information within the information feed via using
A.I techniques. No marvel, it is one of the exceptional information apps that
one should use in 2018. Google news app offers a “for you” tab which shows
personalized information and tapping on “complete coverage” show off same news
tale reported by means of one-of-a-kind publishers, highlighting all the views.

MX Player

This video participant for
Android supports almost all the number one video and audio document formats. It
packs loads of capabilities together with editing of subtitle timeframes,
speedy forwarding and quantity manipulate gestures, gestures for zooming inside
and out of a video, on-display screen youngster lock and lots of extra. MX
participant is to be had without cost with ads. furthermore, it comes with
additional plugins for added functionalities.

LastPass

LastPass is a function-rich
password manager and secure private vault that may lock down your passwords and
private facts. It has the potential to autofill logins in browsers and apps and
can generate new and at ease passwords instantly. you can log in with one
password as opposed to remembering a dozen. furthermore, you can also sync your
passwords and data across all of your devices. it's far intuitive and speedy
across numerous platforms.

Tiny Scanner

Tiny Scanner is a scanner
application which could experiment every sort of report and keep them as photo
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files or as PDFs. you could name and prepare the scanned documents and share
them by means of electronic mail, shop in DropBox, Google drive, and so forth. It
comes with many scanner functions including color, grayscale and
black&white scans, page area elimination, adjusting page sizes, sorting
scans through date and time, and so on. The app is optimized to run speedy, and
you could also protect your files with a passcode.

Swiftkey

SwiftKey keyboard is depended on
by means of over 250 million users global. It uses synthetic intelligence that
permits it to examine and may satisfactorily predict what the consumer intends
to type. Swiftkey capabilities autocorrect and gesture typing for quicker
input. furthermore, there is an inbuilt GIF search engine, a wide variety of
themes and is an fantastic keyboard for bilingual parents. Swiftkey does no
longer save records from password fields and touchy facts inclusive of credit
score card numbers. ordinary, Swiftkey will enhance your typing enjoy and is a
have to-have app for your Android device. we've featured it most of the
pinnacle Android keyboard apps.

Nova Launcher

Nova Launcher is one of the
exceptional Android launchers that has been on Play save for many years. The
launcher is easy and light-weight with lots of customizations. numerous icon
packs are available in the Play store to alternate its seems. Nova Launcher
supports customization of app-drawer, has a scrollable dock, notification
badges, folder and icon customization, and packs round a dozen gestures for
ease of use. it's miles free to down load, however its high model unlocks
plenty of other features including a few locked gestures.
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